
 
 

  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

REPUTATION HOUSE LAUNCHES NEW GLOBAL REPUTATION 
TRACKER SERVICE IN SOUTH AFRICA 

 
 

Reputation Tracking provides faster feedback and deeper insights for companies and 
benchmarking against competitors. 
 
 
JOHANNESBURG, GAUTENG (Tuesday, 02 February 2016) – Reputation House is launching a new 
Reputation Tracker service based on the RepTrak® framework to provide companies with continuous 
measurement and quarterly reports on their corporate reputations.  
 
“With December 2015 legitimately noted as a watershed moment by many in South Africa, and world 
economies predicted to take a hit in 2016, the swift-moving information pacing into and out of a 
myriad inboxes leaves companies more hard pressed to monitor and measure reputation and update 
corporate communications in an equally fast pace,” said Dr Dominik Heil, Chairman of Reputation 
House. “Through quarterly reporting on key indicators, Reputation Institute’s tracking service provides 
companies regular feedback that is important for anticipating potential reputation risks while enabling 
strategic proactive mitigation.”  
 
The South African Reputation Tracker Programme will become a new addition to Reputation 
Institute’s global tracker programmes launched in Q4 2015. With this new Reputation Tracker service 
for continuous reputation measurement clients receive in-depth quarterly reports, key performance 
indicators, and benchmarking along with biannual workshops that address key issues such as Brand 
Alignment, Return on Reputation, CSR Alignment and Reputation Risk insights.  Included in the 
Reputation Tracker service is the ability to benchmark against industry competitors and some of the 
most reputable companies in the South African market.  

 
The new service is built on the foundation of Reputation Institute’s RepTrak®, the deepest normative 
reputation database in the world and the gold standard of reputation measurement and 
benchmarking. The RepTrak® reputation tracking framework measures the degree to which 
stakeholders trust, admire, respect and have a good feeling towards a company and the logical reasons 
for these emotional connections. The RepTrak® database allows companies to leverage historical 
general public reputation insights from the past decade segmented by major provinces and by 
demographics. Reputation House launches the Reputation Tracker service this quarter as it launches 
the 2016 version of the annual RepTrak® Pulse study on some 50 large companies in South Africa, 
selected by industry and familiarity.  The annual RepTrak® Pulse study continues to produce 
intelligence for the more traditional annual approach to Reputation tracking. 
 
Visit http://www.reputationhouse.co.za/reputation-tracker-programme-new-to-south-africa/ for 
information about the new SA Reputation Tracker Programme or contact: 
 
Cynthia Mashaba 
cmashaba@reputationhouse.co.za 
011 268 1559 
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